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The Process of Creating 
Felony Sex Crime Numbers

ASSAULT

911/OEMC call placed 
by or for victim

Victim goes to 
HOSPITAL  
where felony  
sex crime kit  
is collected

Victim does  
not report to  
criminal justice 
system

Ambulance dispatched

Chicago police contacted

Patrol officer dispatched

INITIAL RESPONSE

CPD patrol officer interviews victim and based on assessment:

Writes report and  
classifies crime

Based on evaluation,  
no report generated

If case is classified as “felony sex crime”  
a detective is assigned

DETECTIVE INVESTIGATION

CPD detective interviews victim, conducts investigation and  
classifies allegation as one of the following options:

CPD detective seeks approval from Cook County State’s Attorney’s  
Office to press felony charges – a process called Felony Review

Continuing investigationApproval of felony  
sex crime charges

Rejection of felony charges

Review by an Assistant Cook County State’s attorney.  
Conclusion options include:

Felony prosecution

Felony but suspended 
pending more evidence

Felony and seeks 
charges to be pressed Misdemeanor 

Battery

Unfounded

FELONY REVIEW

COOK COUNTY CRIMINAL COURT

CPD detective may press  
misdemeanor charges without 

approval from Cook County 
State’s Attorney’s Office  

CPD Officer encounters 
assault in progress

Victim does not allow 
collection or release of 
felony sex crime kit

Upon rejection of charges, detectives have  
the choice to file misdemeanor charges 

This report studies how three targeted 
agencies capture and then release data to 
the public related to allegations of felony 
sex crimes. This flow chart shows how 
a felony sex crimes allegation proceeds 
through the system and where the  
discretion points are within the system.  
Improvements in each agency’s data  
practices would benefit both stakeholders 
and the agencies themselves.

It is at these points where the discretion 
of a single individual  or a small number 
of individuals plays the largest role in the 
life course of a felony sex crimes allega-
tion within the Chicago criminal justice 
system.  

Unfortunately it is at these points where 
the least amount of data is captured  
by the criminal justice agencies. Current 
data capturing practices do not allow 
either stakeholders or the agencies 
themselves to validate the judgment 
used at these points.  

It is at these points where advocates 
for sex crimes survivors argue that the 
differential response to acquaintance vs. 
stranger assaults is most dramatic. CJP 
sought to use data from the criminal 
justice agencies to either validate or 
disprove the points brought to them by 
advocates; however, CJP encountered 
data capturing practices that make any 
reliable analysis impossible. 

DISCRETIONARY POINTS
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The details of the analysis highlighted on this  
fact sheet can be found in the results section  
of our complete report available online at 
www.chicagojustice.org/foi/felony-sex-crime-case-
processing-report-analysis-recommendations
 


